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witzerland +
Welcomes NanoEntrepreneurs
By Judith Light Feather

witzerland welcomes, nurtures and assists the entrepreneurial spirit. It can be a perfect match for
any company or start up venture planning a European presence for their business. The beauty of
the land and a relaxing cultural lifestyle are complimented by the efficiency of their turn-key
relocation support. The level of that support is evidenced by a new course in Entrepreneurship
and Innovation offering a Management of Technology (MoT )degree from the Ecole des HEC of the
University of Lausanne and the EPFL in conjunction with University of Texas in Austin. These
important factors encourage nanotechnology companies to seriously consider Switzerland as a site for
both new enterprises and established concerns.

S

Our hosts, Mario Brossi, the Senior Representative of "Location: Switzerland+ for North American
Journalists", < www.locationswitzerland.ch > along with Andre Guedel and John Williamson, the
North American representatives of the organization summarized their program and goals at the
welcome dinner in Neuchatel, located on a lakefront in Western Switzerland.

View of Neuchatel from Hotel Room

View of Lucern from Hotel Room

The tour was under the auspices of State Secretariat for Economic Affairs, SECO, and was designed
to promote Switzerland’s substantial interest in nanotechnology and their ongoing contribution to this
exciting science. < www.seco.admin.ch > Our hosts stressed the well-known fact that Switzerland has
the lowest tax base in Europe, and always offers incentives for businesses desiring a European
Headquarters. They emphasized the importance of the cultural aspects and extremely qualified
workforce, which creates a very enabling package for re-location of larger corporations such as IBM
in Zurich, and a host of others. The opportunities inherent in the exponential growth of
nanotechnology served to bring the Cantons (regional areas similar to our States) together to create a
new turn-key location service for new and established corporations to join the large Swiss research
and development community already in the forefront of global investment.
A broad range of services, working in close cooperation with banks, notaries, lawyers, fiduciary
companies and consultants included:
•
•

Support with administrative matters, i.e., obtaining permits for construction, residence and work
permits, and examination of legal issues.
Acceleration of public administrative procedures
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•
•
•

Consulting on land acquisition
Introduction to business partners and advisers
Links to other authorities

View from Lucern Hotel Room

Hotel des Balances www.balances.ch

Our hosts went to great lengths to provide the best accommodations and the finest dining for their
guests, and the results of their efforts highlighted the well-known efficiency and generosity of the
Swiss people. Staging the visits in five of the twenty-six different Cantons, allowed tour participants a
unique mini-view of the different areas of Switzerland. Ulrich Morf, Promotion Economique Manager
of Neuchatal, repeatedly stressed the point that “the low taxes are not the only reason to locate in
Switzerland”, explaining that the culture combining people from France, Germany and Italy adds an
old world charm to the villages and towns. The education system also produces a pool of highly
skilled workers who are able to fulfill the employee requirements for highly technical companies.

Switzerland…natural beauty from dawn… to the periwinkle blue at dusk.
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Lunch in the Castle

Outside view of Castle

Modern Art Frames Exit

Mr. Morf, exuberant with energy and information guided us through the first three days in the
Neuchatal area, including a visit to his offices for lunch in an actual Castle. What an interesting work
environment he enjoys. We were left with the realization that Mr. Morf has the perfect job to
showcase his excellent people skills and talents.
A rigorous schedule revised to include visits to several companies already manufacturing coatings of
nanoscale size materials, started in the Neuchatel area and ran from Monday through Wednesday.
We then moved on to the Greater Lake Geneva-Vaud area, and on to Basel, Lucern, the Greater
Zurich area, culminating our tour with a visit to Europe’s largest Synchrotron Light Generator at the
Paul Sherrer Institute in the Aargau Canton. A free day with a possible trip to Mount Pilatus,
(unfortunately canceled due to rain) or shopping, rounded out our journey to this unique country.
A brief recap of all the organizations, companies, universities and research facilities on our tour
schedule will follow, with links to their websites for complete details and technical data. I have listed
some of them by category, rather than the order of the visit since the tour was so comprehensive, and
many of the universities and research labs are inter-related.
Center Swiss for Electronics and Microtechnology, Inc., (CSEM), is a private non-profit
organization with 70 shareholders providing access to technologies. Mr. Thomas Hinderling, CEO
explained the operation of CSEM, which is supported with long term contracts provided by the Swiss
Government designed to finance applied research.
Founded in 1984, they are committed to innovation, developing industrial partners that support
entrepreneurship, the creation of start-ups and spin-offs with the core technologies for micro and
nanotechnology and engineering. Interested in the future, they look at new markets and high risk
technology, generating $100M with their support of spin-offs, and solving problems of industry
through moving basic research to the applied research stage, which bridges the gap in the
commercialization process to develop products.
A research collaboration agreement, signed in 1999 with the Institute of Microtechnology (IMT) of
Neuchatel University, became active in 2000. Together with ComLab, a clean-room based
microfabrication facility for research operated in conjunction with IMT, this initiative allows a very
close and efficient link with the academic world of microtechnology, while providing rapid access to
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the latest results. The brochure handed out defines three areas of research identified for increasing
intensity in the near future.
1. Optical microsystems and MOEMS for telecoms. This includes tools for applied nanoscience
with optical super-resolution, made feasible through an innovative manufacturing process based
on microfabricated probes. IMT, in collaboration with CSEM has devoted specific engineering
efforts to manufacturing batch-processed silicon cantilever probes, which exhibit a near-field
optical resolution well beyond classical diffraction limits, thus allowing for a cost-efficient
SNOM solution. At the same time, a dedicated atomic force microscope (AFM) was developed at
CSEM, which uses laser-beam deflection. In the course of experiments, an optical resolution
better than 32 nanometers was revealed, jointly published and later reported as a breakthrough in
Nature.
2. New materials for opto-electronics. Diamond: multiple applications of an exceptional material
that may even become a semiconductor of the future.
3. Microbiotics. A complete independent MEMS manufacturing system designed for custom
products in the medical, biotech and optical fields, based on an array of electro-statically actuated,
optical microshutters has been developed in the framework of an industrial project. Integrating a
matrix of some 600 poly-silicon elements, which can be individually addressed, it constitutes the
core of an assembly for a light-switching application. The system approach can be extended to a
range of other applications requiring high-speed light modulation.
The Federal Office for Professional Education and Technology (OFFT), www.admin.ch/bbt
represented by it's Commission for Technology and Innovation, the main source of research funding,
has approved the initiative, which will guide CSEM into new market segments.
Some of the areas of interest outlined by Mr. Hinderling are as follows:
Lowest Power Microelectronics
•
Swatch, Logitech and Phonak hearing systems.
Microsystems
•
Electric steering with sensors
•
Vision systems for cars, trains and cameras
Micro Biotechnology
•
Bio chips, optical chips for indirect molecular detection of DNA
Nanotechnology
•
Systems engineering for Space applications, water purification, and observation of elderly at
home.
•
High tech labs for research-management prototypes
All IP's are transferred to the new companies. CSEM creates a strategy to define the future, then
submits proposals to their stockholders for implementation. www.csem.ch
CSEM also supported the "Top Nano 21" program www.ethrat.ch/topnano21/e-index.htm which was
an initiative of the Federal Institutes of Technology Board, with a goal of furthering activities in the
research and application of nanotechnology cooperative projects headed by the Commission of
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Technology and Innovation (CTI), which are being carried out between universities and industrial
partners, of which Colibrys is their largest spin-off.
Introducing Sean Neylon, CEO of Colibrys as the next speaker, Mr. Hinderling stated that CSEM
invested 25 years of intellectual property to nurture Colibrys as the primary contractor for the future.
As a Silicon MEMS wafer fabrication and manufacturing company, they work in micron dimensions,
with registration levels at nanometric scales. To move from the embryonic stage within CSEM, they
had to become market driven and offer a complete solution, not a single focus operation. Among the
many markets they service are telecommunications, navigation, life sciences, aerospace: with an antimatter x-ray and particle radiation detector for the International Space Station scheduled for a mission
in the near future, and the defense guidance systems. An office in the United States is planned for the
near future. Since they have the ability to integrate, assemble and test their product on premises, they
are working towards a capacity of 100 thousand wafers per year. Their back-end packaging and
delivery are important as wafers are highly sensitive to shock and vibrations.
Products & markets:
MEMS Accelerometers•
Inertia - Inertial navigation, GPS backup
•
Tilt and Inclination - Transportation, medical , compass, drilling
•
Vibration and Shock - Seismic measurement, data logger, machine health-monitoring, security of
goods.
•
Customers include: Agilent, Zeiss, Honeywell, Leica, & Nortel
Questioned about the benefits of locating in Switzerland, Mr. Neylon was specifically enthusiastic
about the exceptional quality of the workforce, which he attributed to the educational knowledge base
in the country. He felt the interactive infrastructure was solid with respect for employees, not just for
profit. He stated that a policy for continuous training of employees is a very important aspect of the
corporate structure and must be deep-rooted in the company for success. The only negatives he could
relate, were that he had to learn French, and he did was not fond of Swiss beer. Guiness was more
preferable to his taste. www.colibrys.com
Our next speaker was originally from Germany, but relocated to Neuchatel for many reasons, one of
them being the (high) 56% tax rate in his own country. Nurtured by CSEM for a short period, Mr.
Manfred Detterbeck is the single stockholder of NanoWorld AG with four employees. The choice to
specialize in probe tips for the scanning tunneling and atomic tunneling microscopes, has created a
very profitable niche for his start up.
The standard tip for an STM is $6000 US, while being highly consumable with 2-5 times usage. The
super sharp silicon tip is 100 nanometers, with a tip height of 10-15 nanometers, typical radii of 10
nanometers. The quality of their product is so high they guarantee 90% of the tips per four inch wafer
will be good. They are currently producing 1-2000 tips per year in three sizes.
In Germany, Mr. Detterbeck has eight employees in a plant that fabricates and develops sensors for
scanning probe microscopes. All the tips for the narrow cantilever sensors are diamond-coated. They
now have 27 different products with diamond coating.
Since the ATM is the key to the future of nanotechnology, producing these nanosized probe tips will
remain a most profitable niche. The following areas guarantee growth:
•
•

Research and Development
Production estimates show 1-1.5 thousand wafers per year, priced at $30,000 US per wafer.
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•
•

Quality Control
Analysis

NanoWorld AG is the market leader in silicon tips and will custom design different "tip sizes" for the
customer. Most orders are packed in a gel box containing 50 for shipment. A typical lab uses 100 tips
per year. www.nanoworld.ch
When questioned about choice of location, Mr. Detterbeck said he has found when hiring, that all
workers prefer to live and work in Switzerland. Along with the technical supporting organizations of
IMT/CSEM, the economic climate in Switzerland has proven to be excellent. The Neuchatel
Promotional Economique Director Ulrich Morf, provided excellent support and handled any problems
that arose. He also felt the high quality of life and culture are an asset for any company locating to
Switzerland. He commented that Switzerland was a great place to do business and the fact that he had
time to take his boat out on the lake was a good enough reason to live in Neuchatel.
Temex Neuchâtel Time SA was the first business we visited after lunch. They are constantly
improving the design of the Rubidium clocks in order to offer "state-of-the-art" high reliability
rubidium as-well-as low cost commercial versions.
Temex Neuchâtel Time SA (previously Tekelec Neuchâtel Time SA) was created in 1995 to
industrialize and market the Rubidium Atomic Clock studied by the "Observatoire de Neuchâtel"
(ON). At that time, the rubidium technology and all the patent rights were acquired from the ON along
with the key engineering expert.
As a small, dynamic, innovative and progressive company with a high degree of technology, they
concentrate all their resources in the design, the production and the commercialization of ultra stable
frequency sources. Using the surface acoustic wave process, which is based on waves across the
substrates, they have been actively involved in the study, design, manufacture and test of Atomic
Clocks. Also the telecom synchronization and high stability crystal clocks (both OCXO) Cesium,
rubidium and Hydrogene Maser), while working with design and testing in microelectronics for more
than 15 years. The wafer process originally came from CSEM in Neuchatel. In 1993-96 they
manufactured filters for Nokia phones to eliminate electrical interference. They also manufacture the
sensors in shafts of ship engines. With the new oscillators they have developed over 100 products for
markets that involve all things wireless, GPS, modems, pagers, remote control, base stations and
more. The process of using open architecture, which is flexible, rapid and secure, along with dual
sourcing, which is utilizing a wide range of design sources, has allowed the staff to keep their minds
open while broadening the experience. Going from design, to wafer lab, to assembly and testing, their
rapid prototyping is less than four weeks for full custom designed products.
The new high numeric aperture 1 line, Stepper for 0.3 um lines will take them to the next generation
of wafer production which is based on acoustic components, not silicon. The tour included a visit to
their Class 1 Clean room, which mandates a value of one particle less than one micron in a cubic
meter.
Rubidium oscillators offer the advantages of very long life, are light-weight, and have a very low
frequency drift. In terms of navigation accuracy, one nanosecond time error equals ~ one foot of
range error. Therefore Time & Frequency control, distribution and monitoring are essential to any
system using GPS signals. In a navigation system such as GPS, precision atomic clocks shall be
located into the space Vehicles in order to transmit the exact time marks and position to users. Temex
Neuchâtel Time SA is involved in developments of such ultra stable qualified clocks for future global
navigation’s systems which may be combined together with high rate satellite digital communications
systems.
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Rubidium oscillators are the perfect frequency reference for many types of instruments such as
Telecom synchronization test sets, cellular phone base station test sets, synthesizers, counters etc. The
very fast warm-up characteristics, the small volume and low cost make such oscillators very attractive
for many "highly transportable" instrument applications. A rubidium oscillator, mounted in a rack
together with GPS receiver is the ideal solution for laboratory reference and frequency generation.
Such a system is easily transportable and can provide a very good accuracy for system calibrations.
www.temex.ch
The next stop was Seyonic SA, located in the heights above Neuchatel. Marc Boillat, President,
explained the company was a spin-off from the Institute of Microtechnology at the University of
Neuchatel. They have seven employees and develop Micro System Technology for Measurement and
Control, specializing in nanotlitre liquid handling. Founded in 1998, they have grown from three
clients to twelve in 2001, with all profit re-invested back into the company.
In July 2001, Zymark and Seyonic formed a partnership for Nanoliter Technology to develop,
manufacture and market nanoliter liquid handling instrumentation based on Zymark's Sciclone™
platforms and software with Seyonic's MEMS based microfluidic controllers.
The dispensing of nanolitres of liquid technology was developed for liquid handling of new drug
development. Integration of flow and pressure measurement in liquid dosing systems gives access to
dispense verification, better accuracy, smaller volumes and the possibility to develop alternative
dosing methods.
An eight channel flow sensor module was custom developed for highly parallel dosing applications,
these modules can be integrated into very densely packed multi-channel dispensers for sub-microliter
volumes.
Micro flow sensor modules with integrated electronics, based on a differential pressure measurement
across a fluid restriction, the flow sensor module is capable of resolving flows in the order of
microliters per second. Due to the fast response time, the sensor is very suitable for rapid dosing
applications with a resolution down to the nanoliter range. The integrated electronic circuits provide a
linear temperature-compensated output signal for easy adaptation to the final application.
The Space Bioreactor is one of the prime examples of the use of microtechnology for the realization of
complex instruments, offering a reduction in the required resources (e.g. volume, mass and power) as
well as improved performance. Showing our group the small box (approx. 3" length x 2" width x 3"
depth) that was given to them by the European Space Agency, relating the design of the complex
instruments could not be larger than the box. They went on to explain that the new instrumentation
they were constructing for the next generation was even smaller. This project was a collaboration
with Mecanex SA, IMT, and the Space Biology Group at ETH in Zurich and is scheduled as a mission
with NASA for the Space Station in July 2002. After recommending the CANEUS (Canada-EuropeUnited States) Organization and Conference to the director, we were ready to end our visit.
www.seyonic.com
CSEM Instruments S.A. leads the industrial projects to develop new instruments and improved
standards in various fields of advance surface mechanical properties testing. Recent areas include
fatigue, wear, tribology, friction, stress, adhesion and hardness.
Characterization of accelerometers using nanoindentation provides a powerful technique for
measuring the load and depth response of very small micro-machined Si structures.
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Characterization of micro-beam switches with the Nano Push Tester in terms of total deflection
possible between the rest point and the point at which the beam makes contact with the electrode
underneath. The Nano Hardness Tester allows accurate positioning of a suitable indenter tip at a
predefined position on the microbeam surface to detect a certain resistance.
Characterization of micro-fabricated printer heads, allows the measurement at various points along the
head membrane to test failure load, with a flat geometry indenter and a standard load-depth cycle.
Nano-Scratch Tester (NST) for characterizing anti-stiction coatings for microsystems. Stiction refers
to the adhesion originating form the tribological contact of moving parts, which can result in
immobilization of the device which can prove severely detrimental to the functionality of the system.
In-situ Integrated Circuit (IC) characterization with the Nano Hardness Tester is able to accurately
measure the mechanical properties of IC aluminum bonding pads. The combination of high
positioning accuracy and automated measurement of hardness and elastic modulus at the nanometer
scale, make it ideally suited to characterization of many different kinds of IC structures.
CSEM Instruments S.A. is now addressing a new market in developing a leading mechanical test
platform dedicated to the analysis and characterization of MEMS devices, systems and components.
To enlarge the spectrum of use of such a pioneering test system, we are presently seeking both
industrial and scientific partners who will advise us with their particular microsystem testing needs.
www.csem-instruments.com

Our group of Journalists on tour

Viewing the Clean Room facility

Picopolish Switzerland is the largest reclaim wafer facility in Europe. The state of the art facility
built according to the most exacting specifications, allows Picopolish to produce the cleanest wafers in
compliance with the most critical LPD and metal contamination requirements for anti-seismic
regulations, clean rooms, air conditioning systems, all of which are fully automated and monitored via
a central PC. The unique process developed 15 years ago and constantly updated by the original
management team allows the major WW manufacturers to make significant savings on material costs,
roughly 60-70% by comparison with new material. Picopolish currently processes 6 and 8 inch
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wafers, up to 300mm silicon and 4 and 6 inch GaAs wafers. To avoid contamination between both
materials, two separate fabrication units were built with separate clean rooms. www.picopolish.net
EPFL Ecole Polytechnique Federale De Lausanne, home of the Department of Nanotechnology
at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology.
The ETH Domain is the umbrella Board for six institutions. The ETH Domain plays a pioneering
role in Switzerland as a center of academic activity. In-depth basic knowledge goes hand-in-hand
with outstanding expertise in state-of-the-art technologies and high-level strategic competencies in
complex networks. A move is presently underway for transdisciplinary research, which will fuse
twelve departments to work at interface of the disciplines, accomplishing quicker transfer of research
to the testing stage.

Prof. G. Margaritondo, Dean defines EPFL

Visit to the research lab

The School of Basic Science at EPFL includes ten research institutes, three teaching sections and two
research centers. Prof. G. Margaritondo, Dean, spoke about the current degree model, which will be
completely replaced by new curriculum with the integration of the life sciences with chemistry,
biology, and physics, creating the first Ph.D. Science diploma, which will be a nine-year course
beginning in the fall of 2002. The program will have less specialization and more science, fusing the
life sciences with engineering in the first three years of the integration test period ending in 2005.
Prof. E. Kapon, Quantum Photonics Institute, BS-EPFL spoke about moving from fundamental
research to applications and stated that by combining the disciplines of life sciences, biology and
mechanical engineering with quantum physics, you interface all the nano sciences in order to think,
produce and generate new ideas.
Prof. L. Forro, Physics of Complex Matter Institute, BS-EPFL spoke about carbon nanotubes and their
applications, while he also agreed with the interface, he commented that "if you want to be a success
in the future, you must invest in quantum physics now." Since nanoscale science is the study of the
properties of matter at the quantum level, this integration of science subjects should be the next phase
for all institutes of higher learning.
Dr. P. Hoffman, from the Engineering Sciences School spoke about nanotechnologies and their link to
microtechnologies, which is mostly in the structural aspect within a system. After the talks we visited
three research labs working on different areas of science. 3D Holography for visualization of
neuronal activity, MBE reactor for optoelectronics and AFM applications.
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The Six Institutions:
The ETH Zurich founded by the Swiss Confederation in 1855, the EPF Lausanne, founded in 1853
and the four research institutions listed below collaborate closely with the Cantonal universities.
There are over 17,000 students and approximately 500 professors in the ETH domain. Of the 11,500
students at ETH Zurich, 19% come from other countries. The ETH Zurich can boast outstanding
research achievements, numerous Nobel prize winners and exemplary international collaboration,
making it one of the premier educational and research facilities. www.ethz.ch
EPF Lausanne (EPFL)
EPFL is currently implementing a new system of five faculties: Construction, architecture and the
environment, engineering sciences and technology, information and communication systems, basic
sciences and life sciences. It also shares a faculty of humanities and social sciences with the
Universities of Lausanne and Geneva. The EPFL is engaged in international collaboration projects
with a number of renowned universities. The reorganization of the school under the guidance of the
ETH Domain, with the interface of life sciences and engineering, puts the focus on nanotechnology.
The study of quantum photonics, carbon nanotubes and applications, substructures of physics in
nanostructures, quantum wires, quantum dots, and soft lithography will create a nanotechnology
transfer from the lab to the mega market, while allowing us to recruit worldwide for the Ph.D.Science
program.
A perfect example: You can observe a lot just by watching! One of the questions currently asked by
science is "Does DNA conduct electricity?" The research from our labs says "NO". Since they can
measure the electric flow in carbon nanotubes, this is a perfect example of how the integration of
science disciplines will benefit the life sciences. www.epfl.ch
Understanding that a successful technology platform encourages technology knowledge transfer, the
EPFL starts about twelve companies a year as part of the Top Nano 21 program, taking the research
from lab to market, with a goal of reaching thirty per year in the next phase. The current Top Nano 21
program ends in 2004, with the next phase to link all service clusters of science research scheduled
from 2004 to 2007.
Beam Express, a company developing multicolor solutions for the next generation of optical
networks is devoted to the development, production and sales of active components and a good
example of this program. As a spin-off from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne
and EPFL, Beam Express is built around a team with strong, state-of-the-art experience in
optoelectronic devices. The breakthrough technologies have resulted in the development of a new
generation of high-performance components compatible with large-scale production techniques. A
successful first investment round has enabled the foundation of a solid core team and fast progress
along the development roadmap. www.beamexpress.com
The MoT Program for Entrepreneurship and Innovation.
This new program has three distinctive but complementary parts.
•

•
•

Training at the Ecole des HEC of the University of Lausanne and the EPFL, which at
completion will award a postgraduate degree in Management of Technology. (MoT)
(January to May
Training at the University of Texas at Austin. 5-6 weeks (June - mid July)
Practical work with a company. (September - December)
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•

Management & Technology are the two foundation themes of the program with three modules
each.

•

Entrepreneurship and Innovation are made up of five modules each.

•

Doing is the fifth theme, which allows the participants to experiment and prepare for the creation
of new ventures.

The objectives of this new program are to develop and stimulate entrepreneurship and
intrapreneurship competencies. The courses are designed to ensure success in innovation by
encouraging a multidisciplinary approach to the conception, production and commercialization of
products or services, with insights into the constraints and interactions within the technological,
business, international and social environments.
www.epfl.ch/mot

Interior of the Synchrontron Light Source Switzerland
PSI - The Paul Scherrer Institute
This multi-disciplinary natural science and technology research institute was created in 1988 when the
Swiss Institute of Nuclear Research was merged with the Swiss Federal Institute of Reactor Research.
It provides a user lab for the international research community in universities, and universities of
applied sciences and industry, offering capabilities in both basic and applied research. Its core
competencies are in solid state physics, materials sciences, particle and astro physics, life sciences and
nuclear and non-nuclear energy research, proton therapy, and micro and nanotech research.
They offer major scientific facilities such as the 590 MeV ring cyclotron, the Swiss spallation neutron
source (SINQ) the neutron beams are used to determine the atomic geometric and magnetic structure
of materials, (which is similar to Oak Ridge Laboratory in the U.S.) the muon spin rotation facility, for
the study of muons, which are elementary particles like electrons, but are heavier and instable and the
Synchrontron Light Source Switzerland (SLS).
The basic principle of the SLS sounds relatively simple: "We accelerate electrons to near the speed of
light," explains SLS project leader Albin Wrulich. "Then we bend these particles with magnets, which
leads to the emission of light that like laser light is sharply focused." This synchrotron light has
wavelengths between the ultraviolet and hard X-rays. "For light emission we use not just normal
bending magnets but also undulators," Wrulich explains. "These consist of a row of magnets of
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opposing polarity which force the particles into a slalom-like trajectory. By this means we achieve a
strong increase in the intensity and brilliance of the synchrotron light whose wavelength we can
choose precisely to adapt the dimensions of the probe. There is no other synchrotron light source in
the world that can achieve such a wide spectrum with high brilliance," Wrulich points out. "You can
do experiments not possible before, and others can be carried out more rapidly and therefore more
economically."

Floor plan showing double ring layout
The distinctive layout as a double ring, with experimental facilities of the SLS is such that when it is
complete, researchers can simultaneously carry out nine experiments using the undulators and 24
experiments using the bending magnets. Access by other universities is by application, which are
reviewed by a high-level external program commission. University researchers can use the
installation for free, on the condition that they publish the results within a year of the experiments.
SLS is part of the Paul Scherrer Institute, which carries out fundamental and applied research. Our
group had a very interesting visit to this facility on Friday to end our tour. www.psi.ch
The following three institutes are part of the ETH Domain, which I am including as an overview
of the total structure. Our group did not visit these institutes.
WSL- The Swiss Federal Institute of Forest, Snow and Landscape Research.
This institute emerged in 1989 when fused with the Institute of Snow and Avalanche Research. The
main interests are scientific analysis of land use in Switzerland, landscape management in heavily
urbanized areas, and disaster research, with an emphasis on CO2 emissions and the greenhouse effect.
www.wsl.ch
EMPA- The Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and Research. These laboratories
were set up in 1880 for construction materials testing, but not greatly involved in research. It is now
one of the leading research institutions involved in sustainable materials and material systems
technologies. www.empa.ch
EAWAG- Swiss Federal Institute for Environmental Science and Technology.
This institute was established in 1936 as an advisory body of the ETH to deal with problems
associated with water pollution and the supply of drinking water. It became an independent institute
of natural and engineering sciences and runs research projects focusing on ecology, biology and
aquatic systems, developing a transdisciplinary project model to facilitate research into problem areas
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of the water ecosystem and plays a fundamental role in the development of international certification
procedures. www.eawag.ch
CERN, European Laboratory for Particle Physics, is the world's largest particle physics research
center. Founded in 1954, the Laboratory was one of Europe's first joint ventures and has become a
shining example of international collaboration. With 20 Member States, it sits astride the FrancoSwiss border west of Geneva at the foot of the Jura Mountains. Some 7000 scientists, half the world's
particle physicists use CERN's facilities. They represent 500 universities and over 80 nationalities.
CERN's business is pure science, exploring nature's most fundamental questions: What is matter?
Where does it come from? How does it stick together into complicated objects like stars, planets and
human beings? Why study particles? Because we are made of them…and so is everything else in the
Universe!
CERN's job is to provide beams of high-energy particles for physicists to use in their experiments,
using the largest inter-linked accelerator in the world. Special magnets are used to extract particle
beams from the accelerators.
Drawing of the particle accelerator shows the proportions relative to the people

CERN is building a new particle accelerator, the Large Hadron Collider, LHC, which will probe
deeper into matter than ever before. Standing next to the twelve-sided, 15-meter high colossus,
identified as the detector's magnetic yoke, (picture above shows people on lower right) shows where it
was joined with another yoke and end cap secured to huge barrels on each end (not shown) created a
feeling of awe. A tour of the experiment's surface buildings allowed us to see many of the parts in
different stages of assembly, culminating with a view of the 100-foot deep excavation outside where a
crane operator will lower the assembled units. Just viewing the intended operation, the consensus of
the group was…never to volunteer as the crane operator!
How will it work? Using superconductivity, which is the ability of certain materials to conduct
electricity without resistance or energy loss, at 300 degrees below room temperature. By accelerating
two beams moving in opposite directions, it is really two accelerators in one. The detectors, which
will study LHC collisions, will be more complex and larger than ever before, while also being faster,
catching around 800 million particle collisions each second, supplying approximately 10 million
separate pieces of information for each collision.
Fundamental research is CERN's reason for being, but the laboratory also plays a vital role in
developing the technologies of tomorrow. From materials science to computing, particle physics
demands the ultimate in performance, making CERN a test-bed for industry. The World-Wide Web
was invented at CERN. In 1989, Tim Berners-Lee proposed a distributed information system for
CERN based on hypertext. By hiding network addresses behind highlighted items on the screen,
information could be linked between several computers. This system became the Web, with the world
as its library. The European Commission approved its first Web project in 1993 with CERN as a
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partner. In the same year the US National Center for Supercomputing Applications, NCSA, produced
the Mosaic browsers, opening up the Web to users of Apple Macintosh, Microsoft Windows and XWindows systems. The rest, as they say, is history. The Web is an outstanding example of how basic
research can generate progress in a completely unforseeable way: technology transfer at its best.
www.cern.ch
Institute of Physics at University of Basel www.nanoscience.unibas.ch
The citizens of Basel created the university in 1460, making it the oldest university in Switzerland.
With 8000 students and six research departments, it is a pure research university with extensive
courses in biomedical life sciences, earning five Nobel prizes over the years. Their motto is "Small is
Beautiful" and they believe that nature is the best example of working in the nanoscale world of atoms
and molecules.
Basel is the "Gateway to the Bio Valley" with 15,000 scientists in residence. There are virtually no
borders between Switzerland, France and Germany concerning this University. The research areas of
specialization feature: image detection, scanning probes, optics, and nuclear physics, including an
excellent Department of Physics and Astrophysics. Well known for their discovery of the scanning
tunneling microscope, they were recently awarded the "Nanoscale Science 100+ Scientist" by the
National Center of Competence in Research Institute.
Working with their spin off company NanoSurf AG, the University of Basel has created a Virtual
Nano Lab online featuring the desktop scanning tunneling microscope which views the surfaces in the
atomic scale for experiments. www.nano-world.org NanoSurf AG also has a desktop atomic
tunneling microscope which allows the student to work on experiments in the atomic world with 3D
modeling capabilities. NanoSurf AG was the winner of the "Project Switzerland Technology Award"
for their Easy Scan STM 1997 and ATM 2000. Their market has been Europe 50%, Asia 33%, USA
17%. In 1999, they worked with NASA Jet Propulsion Lab on the Mars Mission with the FAMARS
project and are scheduled to work on the next Mars Mission in 2007. The demonstration of their
equipment proved to offer clear images along with being affordable and portable. www.nanosurf.com

The ATM has provided new avenues of research for the universities industry partners in the following
areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Microfabricated cantilevers
True atomic resolution
Detection of magnetic fields
Molecular recognition
Nanocalorimeter
Sensitive balance
Artificial nose
Data storage
MRFM

Some of the other spin off companies from the University of Basel includes: www.omnicron.de Pixel
Power in Computing, the base for video streaming, Real Networks, gaming, etc.,
www.zeptosens.com, working in the DNA Microarrays and Protein Chip Market using the planar
wave-guide principle for fluorescence microarry detection.
Elmicron AG was founded in 2000 as a spin-off from the elfo ag Sachsein (Canton of Obwalden).
They specialize in the manufacturing of microscopical sized structures in the form of gear-wheels,
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coils, clamps, microfilters and similar components. In the manufacturing processes of Elmicron AG
the components are virtually built up almost atom by atom, guaranteeing the required minimal
tolerances at highest reproductability and outstanding precision of the structure.
Precision Electroforming uses a special resist, high definition substrate and a new exposer technology
allowing the production of fine structures with a higher precision than by basic technology.
Electroforming also offers the possibility to produce metallic layers of extreme thickness and to
replicate finest structures in nanometer spheres at the same time. Typical products: sensor disks,
inkjet plates and optical screens. www.elfo.ch
Maxon Motor AG specializes in developing, manufacturing and sales of high quality drive
components and systems. Key technologies are three winding process, motor manufacture and
gearhead production as well as the use of high tech ceramics and magnetic encoder components
meeting the demands of the high quality drive technology markets in construction tools, aviation and
aeronautics, the Mars Pathfinder, office machinery, data processing and mechanical engineering.
The Mars Pathfinder Project used eleven maxon motors to power the Sojourner. Each of the six
wheels requires one motor, four motors to guide the vehicle and one for operating scientific apparatus.
In 2003, a NASA mission will collect rock samples on Mars and bring them back to Earth…and of
course Maxon Motor AG will again be involved.
www.maxonmotor.com
Leister Process Technologies has developed, produced and distributed plastic welding and hot air
devices for 50 years as a leader in Plastic Technology and Process Heat. Adding Lasersystem for
precision welding in plastics processing and for soldering and desoldering of electronic components
has brought the company into the future markets. Microsystems was the next logical addition with a
focus based on innovation for today's and future markets. Using state-of-the-art clean room facilities,
they are developing and fabricating OEM-components and systems for a range of markets such as
optical communications, optical information, analytics, biomedical microsystems, high precision
metrology, laser material processing and industrial process control. Leister presently has 120 Sales
and Service Centers worldwide in over 50 countries. The Leister teams at home and abroad excel in
their advanced specialist knowledge. Consistent training and further education for the entire staff has
always been part of the Leister program. www.leister.com
Schurter AG, based in Lucerne, is a family owned multinational maker of electronic and
electromechanical components. Schurter AG is the leading producer of fuses, connectors, input
systems and circuit breakers, supplying a range of more than 5,000 products to some 10,000
customers in key market sectors including computers and telecommunication, appliance and
instrumentation production and medical technology. Known as a leader in environmental concern
since 1990, Schurter AG received the Swiss Machine Industry Association Award in 1996 for
environment protection practices and policy.
Schurter also believes that the keys to continuous high performance are structured programs of
training and skill development, coupled with a strong teamwork culture and a focus on employee
satisfaction. The progress of each team member is charted and the achievements in competence are
recorded across a range of tasks required to operate the complex machinery. In this way the company
ensures that each production cell is working at optimal capacity and represents the basis of a learning
culture, which has motivational and employee retention advantages at the same time.
In 1999, Schurter AG was the winner of the "Swiss Quality Award for Business Excellence"
(ESPRIX) It just might be profitable for US companies to look at the European Foundation for Quality
Management model that Schurter AG adopted for Total Quality Management. As Anton Lauber,
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President and CEO, explained, "For us, Total Quality Management means the adoption of a qualityconscious approach in every business process. We have a very flat organization, with only three
levels- management team, process leaders and the operators. The core business impact comes through
people empowerment and customer satisfaction…this does not change with market conditions".
www.schurter.com
Micro Central-Central Swiss LTD (MCCS) represents a cluster of Micro tech companies.
Presenting a vision to move from Micro to Nano the following steps were outlined:
•
Identify interested partners
•
Set common goals, basic research
•
Attract new members
•
Build a bridge between science and industry
1. Money
2. Foundation for specific project
3. Government grants
4. Corporate sponsors
The other aspect of moving from Micro to Nano in manufacturing involves skill levels of certification
for the trades. MCCS will address this aspect with Industrial Training Courses offering new levels of
certification by implementing 3-4 year programs starting in 2003. The development of Coordinated
Technology Clusters will provide many benefits by integrating the courses for international linkage.
These courses will be taught by 23 engineers and physicists, of whom, 13 have Ph.D. status and fifty
percent have long-term industry experience. The final area addressed was research in Micro Robotics
in a presentation by CSEM Apnach Micro Robotics Group. Stating that you must have a mix of
cultures in this global education, they are building a Micro factory for assembly in Japan A new high
tech building is planned to house the industry certification courses in the Spring of 2004.

IBM Solutions Lab Lobby

Mark Lantz "Millipede" Project
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Building with atoms 2000 lab

Matthias Kaiserwerth, Lab Director

IBM Zurich. The Industry Solutions Lab was opened two years ago. It is one of eight labs globally
and the only one located in Europe. They have a staff of 300 from 25 nations, and partner with 80
universities. Computer science was added in 1995. They work closely with product development
solutions, but the products are not actually completed in the labs. Collaboration with partners to move
research discoveries to market is of prime importance. Strategy workshops of 1-2 days are scheduled
throughout the year as education outreach programs open to groups, businesses and organizations.
The eight global labs are interconnected but specialize in varied areas of research. Since 1999, the lab
demonstrations to products phase has been much faster. In looking at the future of nanotechnology
within their structure, the consensus was that it will be primarily and engineering discipline, which
requires the integration of physics, chemistry and biology. In close collaborations with industry
partners, some of them become divisions of IBM.

Gerhard Meyer, Physics of Nanoscale Systems Group-talk on "Nano-Engineering"
Topics covered in their presentation: Why IBM? They are interested in atomic scale assembly. The
study of carbon nanotubes field effect, shows it is possible to position these as transistors. They are
working on a proof of concept. What are the first steps toward nanomachines? Self-assembly and
self-organization are the only means to manufacture in a cost-effective manner. In order to define
nanotechnology, it is imperative to study nature and how nature generates structure on all length
scales. DNA is a beautiful example of how nature self assembles. Abalone shells are a perfect
example of nature as a nano-engineer. Therefore, nanotechnology will be an engineering discipline
integrated by the various disciplines of science. The future of nanotechnology is inevitable, it is only
the path that is the question. At the present there is still a lot of hype about nano. Pure science
research will unravel the mystery of nature at the nano scale.
A sample of projects currently in the research labs include:
•

Bio-Printing which is an efficient new method in biotechnology, which may greatly improve the
ability to extract molecules from fluids and place them in arbitrary patterns on surfaces. This is
widely required for investigation and analysis in biotechnology. Since interaction between a
myriad of different biomolecules is essential to life, this new method has promising applications.

•

Printing meets lithography: Soft approaches to high-resolution patterning, based on transferring a
pattern from an elastomeric stamp to a solid substrate by conformal contact, in an attempt to
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enhance the accuracy of classical printing to a precision comparable with optical lithography,
creating a low-cost, large-area, high resolution patterning process.
•

"Millipede" project: ultra-high-density nanomechanical storage technology. A new method for
storing digital data that could lead to data storage densities up to five times greater than the
expected limits of magnetic storage. The "Millipede" project is a novel adaptation of atomic force
microscopy (AFM) technology, which was invented at IBM by Nobel Prize winner Gerd Binnig,
and uses mechanical means to read, write, and erase the bits that make up digital data. Initial
results with an experimental Millipede setup suggest storage densities of over 400 gigabits per
square inch will be possible. Unlike conventional storage, relying on magnetic materials, the
Millipede uses tiny mechanical AFM tips to make physical changes to a polymer. The
cantilevered tips poke holes in the polymer to record data: the pattern of indentations makes up
the bits of information stored. Project leader, Peter Vettiger, hit upon the idea of using multiple
tips operating in parallel, currently using 1,024 cantilevered tips, (hence the name "Millipede")integrated in an area on 3 mm. X 3 mm. Other advantages listed: mechanical systems consume
little energy and components show little wear, read-back rates of parallel operations with a large
number of tips may reach 100 megabytes per second. Products that would benefit are small
pervasive computing devices such as personal digital assistants, cellular telephones and watches.
Still in the research stage, the "Millipede" concept may be applicable not only to storage, but also
to applications such as large-area imaging, nanoscale lithograhy,and atomic and molecular
manipulation. A visit to the lab and a demonstration were quite fascinating as I had followed this
project since December 2000.

•

New biomechanical phenomenon using tiny silicon "fingers." Researchers discovered that DNA
bends tiny silicon "fingers" that have a thickness of less than 1/50 of a human hair. Using a
process called "molecular recognition", in which molecules bind according to a key-lock
mechanism, an array of fingers or cantilevers arranged like the teeth of a comb was made
attractive to specific DNA codes and proteins. By observing the way they moved, researchers
were able to detect the tiniest possible defect in a DNA sequence, a so-called single base
mismatch. It has good sensitivities even for small molecules. www.zurich.ibm.com

The Zurich Network…Your Partner in Greater Zurich Area gave a presentation on US
companies presently located in Zurich, which is rated number one for its quality of living among 215
cities worldwide in a 2002 survey by William M. Mercer, London www.wmmercer.com
The Zurich Network offers many free relocation services and will be happy to assist you with your
company needs. www.zurichnetwork.ch
Companies for references:
Nortel Networks www.nortelnetworks.com
Dow Chemicals www.dow.com
Black Box Network Services www.black-box.com
Compaq www.compaq.com
Rockwell Automation and Allen-Bradley www.rockwell.com www.ab.com
Mentor Graphics www.mentor.com
Peregrine Systems www.peregrine.com
Metro Optix www.metro-optix.com
Swiss Exchange New Market specializes in Biotech and specific sectors featuring micro and
nanotechnology. www.swx.com
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Swiss Network of Competence in Micro and Nano organized to improve the image of Switzerland
to the world Their studies how that Switzerland is a leader research with the highest investment in the
world for micro and nanotech. There are already over 120 companies active in both areas within the
following markets:
•
Components and Systems - 55% - includes sensors, integrated systems, activators
•
Materials - 15% - includes bio materials and powders
•
Handling and Production - 30% - includes instrumentation.
Other Useful contacts in Switzerland
Location Switzerland Headquarters: www.locationswitzerland.ch or www.swissemb.org/ls
National Center of Competence in Research (NCCR) in Quantum Photonics
www.nccr.qp.epfl.ch
NFP47, Functional Supramolecular Materials www.swiss-science.org/_nfp47
Osec Business Network Switzerland www.osec.ch
The Swiss Foundation for Research in Microtechnology and the Swiss Microtechnology
Association, FSRM/SMA www.fsrm.ch
Swiss Association for Nanotechnology, SGNT www.sgnt.ch
Swiss National Science Foundation www.snf.ch
The Commission of Technolology and Innovation Federal Office for Professional Education and
Technology www.admin.ch/bbt/
APTE Association www.apte.ch
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